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Introduction: Salvation and Youth 
 
So Picture This 
You will know it is coming. When whoever it is that is delivering the sermon summons 
the pianist, and thick keyboard pads fill the overhead speakers. There’s fifteen minutes 
left to the service, and the preacher asks everyone to bow their heads and close their 
eyes, to give those gathered in the congregation privacy to reflect on the condition of 
their heart. They use terminology such as ‘make Jesus Christ your Lord and Saviour,’ or 
‘turn your life one hundred and eighty degrees,’ and invite whoever of the young people 
gathered that Friday night to have an opportunity to lift their hand, and repeat a prayer 
to ‘ask Jesus into their hearts.’ The concept of salvation acknowledges the interaction of 
the incarnation and affirms that Jesus’ presence on earth two thousand years ago 
means something for us, and the youth in this service, today. The question is this; how 
are we communicating and understanding it? 
 
The Question 
I have been a youth leader for five years, and as much as I enjoyed and believed in the 
context in which I was serving I found myself observing a pattern.  
In the Christmas of 2010 I was given a photograph that had been taken at the final 
service for the summer and it imitated a class picture. 
It took a year or so before I realised that the faces within the photograph were almost an 
entirely different cast to those who had been there that Christmas.  
Once I noticed this, I began to see further manifestations of the same idea. Social 
networking sites filled with youth who I had once led in worship, now updating their 
statuses with their new lifestyles which were completely counter cultural to the decision I 
had seen them make. 
This was when I began to wonder what they understood about the decision of salvation 
they had made. The aim of this research paper is a fulfilment of this wondering.  
The question is this; if salvation is the strength of God’s saving grace, the radical life 
changing point of difference accomplished by Jesus on the cross in the long suffering 
pursuit of God’s love for his fallen creation, then why does this decision lack stickability? 
The more I read on this subject the more I realised that many youth ministries appeared 
to be experiencing the same issue1. 
As a result of this I propose the following research aim: to gain an understanding of the 
ideas and narratives of salvation being communicated and understood within the 
context of Pentecostal youth ministry. I have defined narrative as the ‘account or story2’ 
and idea as ‘a thought of something, belief or opinion3.’ Through this I aim to identify 
both the story, and opinions understood and communicated about salvation, within the 
context of Pentecostal youth ministry. 

                                                      
1 K.E. Powell and C. Clark Sticky Faith Youth Workers Edition: Practical Ideas to Nurturing Life Long Faith in Your 
Teenagers (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2011) 12-13 
2 Collins English Dictionary 2009 (Glasgow, Haper Collins Press)  389 
3 Collins English Dictionary 2009 (Glasgow, Haper Collins Press) 292 
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The aim of this research is to provide a starting point for individuals who wish to 
undertake further study of atonement theory or the unique liturgical and spiritual 
formation outworked within Pentecostal youth ministry. 
 
The Landscape of This Study: 
Methodology 
I have specifically chosen to use a Pentecostal Youth Ministry as a case study it is a 
popular denomination with many young people. The material gathered in this research 
process will be based on the findings of interviews collated from youth and youth 
leaders a part of this specific youth ministry, and observations made in attendance.  
 
Context Profile 
The context which I have case studied is a large Pentecostal youth ministry. This 
ministry runs a ‘service’ weekly on Friday nights, which are largely ‘seeker friendly’, and 
often aimed to be outreach events to non-Christians. There are generally two hundred 
plus in attendance from all over the Auckland region and a diverse range of 
socioeconomic and cultural back grounds ranging from ages 13 through to 18. The main 
service is held in the central city, features current worship music, and a message. In 
addition to this main central service, discipleship groups are held on Tuesday nights 
with a focus on bible study and fellowship.  
 
Scope of Research: 
The interviews undertaken in the process of this research were performed with specific 
targeted age range. Twenty percent of the interviews completed were with youth 
leaders, generally ages 18-23, while the remaining seventy five percent were youth in 
attendance of the service for over twelve months, of an evenly distributed age, ranged 
between 13 and 184.  
 
  

                                                      
4 See Appendix Two 
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Chapter One: Basic Salvation Theories 
Indentified 
 
The following chapter entails three predominant atonement theories which have been 
determined by evaluating the popular songs sung at the specific youth service context5. 
These theories were determined by analyzing the lyrical content of the song against 
possible theories and models of atonement. These three predominant atonement 
theories are the following; Christus Victor, Penal Substitution, and Moral Influence. 
Below is a brief overview and relevant symbolism. 
 

Symbol Atonement Theory 
 Christus Victor 

Translated from Latin means ‘Jesus the 
Victorious Champion6’, Christus Victor is 
a model of atonement which presents a 
form of Jesus described through 
metaphors of a ‘soldier’ or ‘warrior,’ who 
has been triumphant in battle7. Within 
this model of atonement through Jesus’ 
death on the cross and subsequential 
rising on Easter Sunday morning has 
attained victory over death, sin and the 
devil. Redeeming us, the lost and fallen 
creation back into the Kingdom of Light 
through the sacrifice of Jesus. The 
symbol used in this theory is the Latin 
Cross8. Noticeable features of this cross 
are that it is figureless subtly 
representing the victory attained in the 
resurrection, and the three steps forming 
its base representing faith, hope and 
love.  
 

                                                      
5 See Appendix One 
6 T. Peters, ‘Six Ways Of Salvation: How Does Jesus Save’ Dialog 45 (Aug 2006) 227 
7 J. Beilby & P.R. Eddy, The Nature of the Atonement (USA: Intervarsity Press 2006) 23 
8 T. Peters, ‘Six Ways Of Salvation: How Does Jesus Save’  Dialog 45(Aug 2006) 228 
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 Penal Substitution 
This model of atonement communicates 
a cosmic justice based theology. The 
central idea being that we as humanity 
through our inherent sinful nature there is 
a debt which we are unable to pay for9, 
and God is unable to forgive due to his 
ultimate goodness, in that in forgiving us 
of our actions would introduce disorder 
into his perfect creation10. This theory 
typically uses the Crucifix as it is symbol, 
a cross which still bares the wounded 
and dying body of Christ, in that he paid 
our debt though he himself had done 
nothing to deserve it11. 
 

 Moral Influence 
The theory of Moral Influence highlights 
an importance to live in the manner in 
which Jesus lived, and that the point of 
the incarnation and death of Christ was 
to depict the ‘right way of living12.’ Moral 
Influence presents an idea of non violent 
atonement13. This theory is centralised 
around the belief that the problem which 
ails humanity is that of ignorance and 
that through Christ we are shown the 
correct manner in which to live. Jesus is 
the ‘Way the truth and the life14,’ and in 
his light we are able to walk in the 
manner in which will merit our own 
salvation. The symbol used in this model 
of atonement in the Greek Cross15, in 
this image we see an interception of two 
arms, which represent the correlation 
between heavenly wisdom and the earth.  
 

 
Overview of the Songs I Profiled 

                                                      
9 J. Beilby & P.R. Eddy, The Nature of the Atonement (USA: Intervarsity Press 2006) 68 
10 T. Peters, ‘Six Ways Of Salvation: How Does Jesus Save’ Dialog 45 (Aug 2006) 230 
11 T. Peters, ‘Six Ways Of Salvation: How Does Jesus Save’ Dialog 45 (Aug 2006) 230 
12 T. Peters, ‘Six Ways Of Salvation: How Does Jesus Save’ Dialog 45 (Aug 2006) 225 
13 J. Denny Weaver, The Non Violent Atonement (Cambridge: Wm.B Eerdmans Publishing Co.2001) 18-19 
14 John 14:6 
15 T. Peters ‘Six Ways Of Salvation: How Does Jesus Save’ Dialog 45 (Aug 2006) 227 
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In order to best evaluate what songs were most commonly sung at this youth ministry’s 
service I contacted the Head of Worship who oversees the song selection and band on 
the night. She listed me five songs which she stated as the most commonly sung in 
early 2012. These songs were: 

- Go, Hillsong United, Aftermath, Mark Crocker: 2011 
- In Jesus, LIFE Worship, For Freedom, David Wilson and Jono Wilson: 2011 
- Running, Hillsong, Cornerstone, Matt Crocker and Scott Ligertwood: 2012 
- The Turn Around, LIFE Worship, For Freedom, David Wilson, Chris Fletcher and 

Jono Wilson: 2011 
- We Are The Free, Matt Redman, 10,000 Reasons, Jonas Myrin and Matt 

Redman: 2011 
 
Overall the songs carried a strong image of what life should look like once an individual 
is a Christian. I found each of these songs carried heavy metaphors of moving and 
direction. In this regard Moral Influence appeared to be the most commonly referenced 
atonement theory within these songs. Most noticeably, while Penal Substitution did 
feature, it did not feature often, however this may be due to the unpopularity of topics 
such as ‘sin,’ ‘death,’ and other violent images of atonement consistent with this 
theory16. 
 
From Here 
Having now constructed a clear picture of the three main atonement theories being 
sung at this specific youth ministry the following chapters will observe the narratives and 
ideas of salvation being communicated and understood.  

                                                      
16 A. Mann, Atonement For A ‘Sinless’ Society: Engaging With An Emerging Culture, (London: Paternoster Press 
2005)  
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Chapter Two: Overview of Pentecostal 
Theology of Salvation 
 
Introduction: 
In order to provide correct context for the data which will be presented within this 
research paper in this chapter I will briefly overview common Pentecostal perspectives 
on salvation. 
 
Salvation:  
The concept of salvation as defined within the theology of the charismatic faith is the 
point at which a person is made whole17 and is delivered from their sins18. As a result of 
being made whole, an individual is put into right relationship with God and as a result 
experiences everlasting life and will go to heaven. This process of salvation is both 
event based as well as current and ongoing, as many evangelical theologians say 
Christians are ‘saved, being saved, and will be saved.’ Within this it is important to note 
that being saved has three dimensions to it, the past, present and future19. As a result of 
experiencing salvation, the person is made a ‘new creation’ and the Holy Spirit then 
replaces impulses which are inclined towards sin – or the flesh, and replaces them with 
a desire of holiness20. In this holistic understanding of ‘having been saved, being saved 
and will be saved,’ this speaks of God seeking out an individual, offering them current 
day grace as well as an eschatological salvation. It highlights the character of a God 
who sought out those who were far from him exhibiting the character Jesus speaks of in 
the parable of the Lost Sheep21. While an individual experiences salvation, it is a result 
of God having pursued us and revealed himself to us. Once we have been saved, and 
experienced salvation, this saving power continues on during the contention of both our 
redeemed and sinful natures22, and is ultimately resolved in the eschatological 
salvation23, found in revelation. 
 
Atonement: 
The concept of atonement within the Pentecostal church is one which exhibits the 
saving power of Jesus Christ, and presents the cross as the event of salvation24. This 
concept of ‘atonement’ is the reunion between God and humanity captured within the 
bible story, and reconciliation. The majority of evangelicals follow a classical reformed 

                                                      
17 R.E. Olsen The Westminster Handbook to Evangelical Theology (Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 
2004)260 
18 R. Balmer, Encyclopaedia of Evangelicalism (Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2002) 501   
19 R.E. Olsen, The Westminster Handbook to Evangelical Theology (Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2004) 
260 
20 R.E. Olsen, The Westminster Handbook to Evangelical Theology (Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2004)  
261 
21 Luke 15:1-7 
22 Romans 7:14-24 
23 Revelation 12:10 
24 R.E. Olsen, The Westminster Handbook to Evangelical Theology (Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2004) 
149 
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theology of atonement found in the theory of Substitution, which presents an idea that 
Jesus substituted himself for us and took the punishment for our sins on our behalf. 
Consistent with this we find the inclusion of the Penal Substitution view of atonement, 
where (as earlier mentioned in Chapter One) Jesus paid the wages of our sin25. 
Recently there has been a reaction to present less violent means of atonement, where 
humanity is a participant in salvation, rather than an object. In rejection to what some 
feminist theologians saw as a case of divine child abuse26 instead an idea was 
proposed that Jesus instead sets a moral example in which for us to follow. This is a 
form of Moral Influence which was an atonement theory posed primarily by Abelard27. 
 
Arminian Salvation: 
The Pentecostal context I case studied echoes themes of Arminian salvation. This 
emphasises the role of the individual in accepting God’s grace, and that outside of that 
individual’s acceptance of God’s grace; God is unable to save them28. Arminian 
salvation is often thought of as an opposing belief to the Calvinist theology of salvation, 
the central thinker being Jacobus Arminius. Calvinism highlights the sovereignty of God 
and that in his power he knows who he will save and not save from eternal damnation29. 
Arminius countered this argument and stated that instead salvation is a free gift to all, 
and God offers it to anyone who will accept him and be in relationship with him30. Within 
the Pentecostal context, we see that grace is offered to all through Christ, and while this 
carries an element of God’s seeking of humanity, and holistic perspective of being 
saved as one of God’s elect, it still puts the central key of the decision making process 
on the individual. Through the facilitation of evangelical seeker friendly services or 
crusades, Pentecostals inherently communicate the importance of the individual’s 
acceptance of salvation and God’s grace.  
 
Conclusion: 
The concept of salvation understood by Pentecostals is the idea that through the death 
of Christ on the cross we are delivered from our sins, made whole, and experience 
reunion of relationship with God. Concepts such as atonement and being born again are 
features within the understanding of the concept of salvation, as to which there is much 
debate. The vital factor, however, is that the process of salvation for a Pentecostal 
extends on from the event of the cross, and incorporates our past, present and future. 
Rather than a one off moment, salvation becomes a reframing of an individual’s life in 
light of what God has achieved. In understanding this we see that the process of 
salvation involves God seeking the individual out, bringing them to a point of salvation, 
however this salvation continues on rather than a single event based atonement. 
  

                                                      
25 R.E. Olsen, The Westminster Handbook to Evangelical Theology (Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2004)  
150 
26 R.E. Olsen, The Westminster Handbook to Evangelical Theology(Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 
2004)150 
27 J. D. Weaver The Non Violent Atonement (Cambridge: Wm.B Eerdmans Publishing Co.2001) 13 
28 Case Studied Church’s Website ‘Statement of Faith.’ 
29 M. S. Horton, For Calvinism (Grand Rapids: Zondervan 2011) 24 
30 R.E. Olson, Arminian Theology: Myths and Realities (Downers Grove: Intervarsity Press 2006) 98 
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Chapter Three: What Is Being 
Communicated by Youth Leaders About The 
Ideas and Narratives of Salvation? 
 
In the following chapter I aim to give an overview the ideas and narratives being 
communicated within the context of Pentecostal youth ministry in one of the larger 
Auckland churches. This communication is performed in both direct and indirect forms, 
generally by leaders or those in a position of authority over my case studied context.  
 
Leaders Profile: 
As mentioned previously, the majority of what is being communicated about salvation is 
done by those within a position of authority, generally leaders involved in the week to 
week facilitation of a youth ministry. These leaders are generally between the ages of 
eighteen to twenty four, and in most cases attended the service as a youth before 
becoming ‘leaders.’ Leaders oversee a range of areas, from managing a weekly life 
group, through to producing the service on a Friday night. Despite the area of a leader’s 
involvement they are expected to pastor youth in some way. These leaders have no 
formal theological training, and the majority have formed their beliefs about salvation 
through osmosis as a result of personal experience, participation in the same/similar 
ministry to that case studied and any relationships with others of Christian faith. 
 
The Process of Salvation: 
The process of salvation proposed by the youth ministry is evident in their seeker 
friendly services. The structure of the youth event is designed in such a way as to lead 
youth who are not Christians to a point of decision to become a Christian. When asked 
what elements led youth towards Jesus, leaders referenced the following elements of 
the service:  
 

- The importance of pre-service connection with other youth and leaders 
- Worship as an indication that those who were already Christians were connecting 

with something or someone who they suppose is God. 
- The role of the ‘fun and games’ within the service, implying that being a Christian 

is not boring 
- The message – where leaders said the Holy Spirit would be at work in the heart 

of the young person 
- The altar call, where youth were offered an opportunity to become a Christian. 

 
While the structure of the altar call leaves very little time for one on one discipleship or 
encouragement spiritual formation through the participation of discussion, and scriptural 
study. Instead youth are encouraged to attend the weekly life groups, with youth of a 
similar age range. The majority of discipleship is outworked in these life groups where 
youth are encouraged to ask the ‘deeper questions,’ and study scripture. 
 
Communication of Salvation within the Altar Call: 
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The most direct form of communication of salvation is within the altar call, this is 
performed either by the preacher, or whoever is hosting the service as a master of 
ceremonies. The altar call is scheduled in to the final fifteen minutes of the weekly 
service; and is an open invitation to experience ‘salvation.’ The youth are asked to bow 
their heads and close their eyes in a moment of reflection on the state of their heart. 
The offer goes out to those who have never been in relationship with God and those 
who were once in relationship with him however have fallen away. Those who wish to 
respond are asked to lift their hand, and at the conclusion of the service invited to the 
front of the auditorium where they are led out into the foyer. In the foyer the ‘New 
Christian Team’ gathers those who have responded in order to pray with them and have 
them fill out a card with their contact details. These contact details are collected and 
assigned to leaders in the youth’s region in order to ring that specific youth during the 
week to encourage them in their decision to become a Christian and to enable youth to 
ask any questions they may have. 
 
Atonement Theory: 
Consistent with the atonement theory referenced in Chapter Two of this research paper, 
the concept of salvation is referenced as the event which brings wholeness and 
forgiveness of sins. Where it differs is the central understanding of ‘have been saved, 
being saved, and will be saved.’ Salvation within the Pentecostal youth ministry studied 
was very much a one off event, with any additional points of salvation needed 
referenced as ‘rededication.’ When provided with five unnamed descriptions of 
atonement theories leaders commonly selected Penal Substitution and Moral Influence 
as best describing how Jesus saved them. While Penal Substitution became a common 
reference point when verbally discussing images and ideas of salvation within this youth 
ministry the songs they sung carried little of this theme.  Rather than salvation being an 
ongoing process as communicated in the idea of ‘have been saved, being saved, and 
will be saved,’ instead there are times where one can turn towards and away from 
salvation, step in and out of it. The emphasis of salvation was on that of an individual 
accepting Jesus and experiencing forgiveness, as opposed to a community 
experiencing forgiveness, which is again consistent with the Pentecostal church. 
 
Model of Multiple Decisions: 
What became evident in my interviews and observation was a model of multiple points 
of decision. These multiple points of decision were referenced as ‘rededication’ and 
were an element of the offer made during the altar call. A rededication is typically made 
when ‘something has happened that caused you to turn away and not live a Christian 
life anymore.31’ While leaders struggled to reference the theological or biblical origins of 
this practice, the multiple decision model was inherently evident in the communication of 
salvation within this youth ministry.  
 
Common Language Used To Describe Salvation: 
During interviews and through my observation of services language describing salvation 
is generally movement orientated. Songs describe ‘go your (God’s) way,’ that ‘we are 
running, chasing after all that you are,’ while within the altar call the speaker almost 

                                                      
31 Youth Leader, Female, Aged 20 
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always recites the sentence ‘turn your life around one hundred and eighty degrees.’ 
This identifies the point of salvation as changing the direction of your spiritual life – this 
spiritual life which is described similarly to the Apostle Paul’s description of the Christian 
faith as a race which must be run or completed32. As referenced above, when someone 
makes a rededication in order to reorientation their life towards God, language 
describing actions such as ‘turning back’ were used to illustrate the practice within their 
spiritual life. 
 
Salvation within the Bible: 
Seventy percent of leaders interviewed stated that they felt salvation was located in the 
gospels. One particular youth leader expressed that he felt the Old Testament 
functioned only to present to us what life was like without God, and the New Testament 
reveals how God saves33. On a whole from my observation the youth ministry appeared 
somewhat detached from the idea of salvation as an ongoing narrative communicated 
through scripture. Sermons were thematic or based on life experience with scriptures 
included in order to add weight to various aspects of the speaker’s message and there 
was little to no exegetical preaching. Leaders explained that the study of scripture and 
deeper teaching was made available through Sunday services and the partaking of life 
discipleship groups during the week. 
 
Sin and Judgment: 
While sin was commonly spoken about34, it was referenced as an event based action. 
Sin was described as a result of the fall35, however, this explanation was then relegated 
to situations and choices. Leaders addressed sin by addressing common negative 
choices such as sexual impurity, the consumption of drugs and alcohol and behaviours 
such as swearing and gossiping. When asked about hell and judgment and the role 
those concepts played in the communication of salvation, leaders explained that they 
would not reference them often.  Should hell or judgment be referenced leaders felt it 
meant that a decision would be made based on fear, rather than a desire to love God, 
and that referencing hell or judgment could harm a new Christian. 
 
Conclusion: 
The communication of salvation is central to the direction of the weekly youth service. 
Gatherings are designed to be ‘seeker friendly,’ with the primary concern of the event 
focused to communicate salvation and encourage relationships. Salvation is located 
within the New Testament – specifically the Gospels, while the Old Testament remains 
void of the kind of salvation we are offered through Christ. The atonement theories 
dominant are those of Penal Substitution and Moral Influence, with a heavy emphasis 
placed on the altar call practice as the point of experiencing salvation. 
  

                                                      
32 1 Corinthians 9:24, Galatians 2:2, Galatians 5:7 
33 Youth Leader, Male, aged 23 
34 Used 39 times collectively in interviews with youth leaders. 
35 R. E. Olsen, The Mosaic Of Christian Belief (Downers Grove: Intervarsity Press 2002) 221 
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Chapter Four: What is Being Understood by 
Youth about the Ideas and Narratives of 
Salvation? 
 
Having established what is being communicated about the ideas and narratives of 
salvation within my case studied youth ministry, I aim to identify what is being 
understood by youth from this communication.  
 
The Salvation Process: 
The expected process of salvation expressed by youth follows a similar structure to that 
described by leaders. Youth indentified that youth services were seeker friendly and 
designed specifically how to lead non-Christian youth to a point of decision to become a 
Christian. Youth identified the following elements of the service as contributing to the 
salvation process: 

- Pre-service ‘hang time,’ for conversations and connection with Christian youth, 
this facilitates an environment of belonging. 

- Praise36 as a fun experience, which was similar to a rave37. This depicted 
Christians as ‘not boring.’ 

- Worship38, again communicated that Christian youth were connecting with 
‘something39’, and thus posed the question to non-Christian youth as to whether 
they could connect with this same entity. 

- The games element of the service again reiterated that the decision to become a 
Christian did not mean you would be dull or boring. ‘I guess the culture set is 
different from the moment you walk in. They (the Christians there) are normal 
and seem cool but it’s kind of different.40’  

- Youth described that the message element of the service would usually carry 
some kind of connection point for a non-Christian made so through the Holy 
Spirit 

- Altar Call, when they were led to making the decision and responded, this was 
viewed as the conclusive event of the salvation process. 

 
Youth highlighted the importance of God’s own involvement in a non-Christian’s 
decision to be in relationship with him. They stressed the role that the Holy Spirit played 
in connecting with the heart of a non-Christian, and that ultimately it was up to the youth 
leaders and service style to present the gospel, though only God could reveal himself to 
the non-Christian and lead them to a point a decision. 
 
Communication of Salvation within the Altar Call: 

                                                      
36 The fast songs played at the beginning of the music setlist. 
37 Youth, Male, Aged 17 
38 The slower, more reflective songs used in the music setlist 
39 Youth, Female, Aged 18 
40 Youth, Male, Aged 17 
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Youth viewed the altar call as an important element to the service, and many spoke of it 
in a manner similar to describing a spiritual practice though they expressed it as being 
an act of ‘relationship,’ not ‘religion.’ Youth explained that in closing their eyes it gave 
non-Christians and Christians who needed to make a rededication to reflect on their 
heart condition. When respondents were asked to lift their hands in response and (at 
the conclusion of the altar call) to leave their seats and approach the front of the 
auditorium these acts were a public declaration of their faith. ‘If you can say that you’re 
a Christian in front of a whole lot of people you don’t know, then it would be easier to 
say you’re a Christian to your friends,41’ one youth explained. Other elements youth 
referenced were the use of piano behind the speaker. ‘It creates an environment for the 
Holy Spirit,’ one explained42. Following the response, youth referenced the importance 
of leaders following up those who had made a decision. ‘I have recommitted, but after I 
did no one talked to me,’ one explained, ‘I think that would be hard for a new Christian 
because they’d coming back and hearing the salvation message and I think if that’s all 
they hear, they are like ‘what do I do now?’43’ The simply language used in the altar call 
appealed to many youth ‘It (the youth service) is really cool, going to church can be 
boring because they use big words and theological ideas and you go to youth and 
people are like ‘bro blah blah Jesus died for you’ and they simplify it.’44  
 
Atonement Theory: 
Again, the atonement theories identified by youth were those of penal substitution, and 
moral influence. Many youth referenced the scripture ‘the wages of sin are death,’ and 
the importance of Jesus having paid the debt of their sin, and as a result they are then 
challenged to live the life which is consistent with the model displayed by Christ. Again, 
youth used ideas and imagery associated with Penal Substitution ‘Jesus is the only 
person who can stand in the gap; his righteous deeds can be substituted for our evil 
ones45.’ However I would like to note again that Penal Substitution was the least 
featured atonement theory from the three identified within the songs youth sung. 
 
Model of Multiple Decision Points: 
Like their leaders, youth echoed a model of multiple decisions. Many youth who 
originated from Christian homes explained situations of having made ‘decisions,’ when 
they had been younger however, and rededicating their lives when they were older. 
Others, who did not have a Christian home life explained that it was often necessary to 
respond several times as they ‘got their life on track46.’ This second point of decision is 
usually a result of having departed from a day to day life of faith, and a return to 
relationship with God.  
 
Common Language Used to Describe Salvation: 

                                                      
41 Youth, Female Aged 16 
42 Youth, Male, Aged 15 
43 Youth, Female, Aged 16 
44 Youth, Female, Aged 18 
45 Youth, Male, Aged 18 
46 Youth, Female, Aged 17 
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The use of movement and directional metaphors was also common in youth’s 
description of salvation. Youth explained their spiritual lives as something which needed 
to be outworked daily, as an ongoing journey. Sometimes a departing from relationship 
with God was considered as a ‘falling/turning’ away and reunion likewise a 
‘coming/turning back.’ The perspective of youth was alike to that of a bounded set47 
where you were either ‘in’ or ‘out,’ and the use of rededications was to get you ‘in’ again. 
 
Salvation within the Bible: 
Alike to the communication by leaders, youth’s understand of where salvation fits in the 
bible is referenced mostly in the New Testament. ‘The Old Testament is all ‘this is how 
the world was made and how it all happened,’ and then ‘Jesus is here, yay!’48’ Most 
youth expressed feeling as though the Old Testament was confusing, because they did 
not understand the purpose or context of a scripture, or boring, because they had heard 
it a number of times. Despite some youth being dissatisfied with the depth of scriptural 
teaching at the youth service they rationalized the need for seeker friendly services in 
attracting non-Christians providing new people with messages which could be easily 
understood. Youth explained that scripture study and deeper teaching was made 
available through life groups however, noted that not many people attend these weekly 
studies. 
 
Sin and Judgment: 
While youth understood the concept of original sin, and referenced it often when 
describing the need for salvation they pin pointed sin as event related. Most youth felt 
as though peers who no longer attended church have departed from their relationship 
with God due to the pressures of current day society and friends. The identified that the 
current world view depicted on television and in their friends’ lives was directly opposed 
to the life of a Christian. Many youth described symptoms of a lack of relationship with 
God were drinking, sexual impurity and other behavioural factors. Youth spoke about 
the importance of salvation in order to avoid hell, however, when asked about whether 
they would speak about hell to a non-Christian they replied that they would not. All 
youth asked explained that the reference of hell meant a decision was ‘a get out of jail 
free card,49’ and based ‘more on fear then wanting to love God50.’ 
 
Importance of Relationships: 
As mentioned above, youth attributed the main cause of their friends not continuing their 
relationship with God to a lack of Christian friends, and spending time with others of an 
opposed worldview. When asked where they see their spiritual life five years from now, 
every youth replied that they wanted to be more sure of their faith in front of non-
Christian friends or family. All youth expressed a struggle with standing up for what they 
believed in and the importance of attending the youth service and life groups because of 
the relational impact on continuing their relationship with God. The overall language 

                                                      
47 P. G. Hiebert, Transforming World View: An Anthropological Understanding of How People Change (Grand 
Rapids: Baker Publishing Group 2008)36 
48 Youth, Female, Aged 18 
49 Youth, Male, Aged 18 
50 Youth, Female, Aged 14 
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describing salvation is highly relational, ‘It’s like starting a girl boy relationship,’ one 
youth said, ‘it’s not like whoosh magical powers or anything, it’s just like having a best 
friend who is always there for you, but you can’t see him. Then you get to meet some 
really cool people at (the youth ministry)51.’ 
 
Conclusion: 
The ideas and narratives of salvation understood by youth are overall consistent with 
what is being communicated. Youth described a combination of both Moral Influence 
and Penal Substitution atonement theories, with language consistent with metaphors of 
movement and direction. Decisions were a ‘turning point,’ however; often multiple 
decisions would need to be made as a result of stage of life where lifestyle choices 
conflicted with their Christian Faith. The described youth services as being seeker 
friendly, and as a result, any deeper biblical study would be done at life groups. The 
climax of this decision point at a youth service would be during the altar call, in which 
youth stressed the role of the Holy Spirit in revealing the reality of Christ to a non-
Christian youth. The role of relationship and Christian friends was highlighted 
throughout the interviews, through friendships, relationship with leaders, and the 
development of Christian peers. A lack of this relationship they believed resulted in 
many youth departing from a life of faith. 
  

                                                      
51 Youth, Female, Aged 18 
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Chapter Five: Comparing and Contrasting 
Data 
 
In the previous chapters I have given an overview of the results of my observations and 
interviews and outlined the ideas and narratives communicated by youth leaders, and 
understood by youth about salvation. From here I aim to compare the data in order to 
comment on the relationship between what is communicated and understood. From this 
I aim to pose possible suggestions or alternative methods of ideas and narratives of 
salvation. 
 
The Relationship between Communication and Understanding: 
It became clear in both my observations and interviews that what is being understood is 
almost completely in harmony with what is being communicated. Similarities included 
the process of salvation, the importance and form of the altar call, language and 
metaphors used to describe the experience of salvation, dominant atonement theories, 
location of salvation in the bible being found predominantly within the New Testament, 
the need of multiple decision points through rededication, and the need for relationships 
with Christians in order to have a sustainable faith. As a result of these similarities I 
conclude that what is being communicated about the ideas and narratives of salvation 
within Pentecostal youth ministry are directly related. 
 
The Only Exception: 
The only exception to the consistency between what was being communicated and 
understood about salvation came in the purpose of praise. While leaders saw praise 
and worship as a unified spiritual experience, both of which have necessary functions 
for a healthy spiritual life, youth saw otherwise. Many youth, while possibly 
acknowledging the spiritual function of praise, notably pointed out the use of praise in 
depicting a relevance of the Christian faith to non Christians. This need for relevance to 
non Christians was for the purpose of opposing the perspective that Christians were 
‘boring.’ Investigation into this break down of communication could be a starting point 
for further study focusing on the spiritual practices within a Pentecostal youth service. 
 
A Surprising Result: 
This consistency was unexpected, I had supposed that there was a disconnect between 
what was being communicated and understood about the ideas and narratives of 
salvation, and it was this breakdown which was directly relational to the number of youth 
disconnecting with their Christian Faith. In comparing and contrasting my data it 
became evident that there was little to no breakdown in communication and 
understanding of the ideas and narratives salvation within these youth services. Despite 
there being no breakdown of communication a clear pattern has presented itself within 
my data which is relevant to this research topic. While it became clear that ideas52 of 
salvation were effectively communicated and understood the communication of 

                                                      
52 Ideas, defined as a ‘thought of something, belief or opinion’ as defined by the Collins Dictionary 2009 (Glasgow, 
Haper Collins Press) 
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salvation was one of compartmentalized concepts with little appreciation of an 
underlying narrative. This communication is consistent with current questions within the 
church as to whether altar calls (similar to those used within the case studied ministry) 
are effective for a post modern generation. Current youth ministry writers pose the 
thought that salvation is communicated as a concept and becomes one of many choices 
which could (or could not) be made, rather than a life framing decision point53. 
 
The Disconnect Between Thinking and Communicating: 
During my interviews with youth leaders I became aware of a clear disconnect between 
what youth leaders communicated and their personal opinions about the ideas and 
narratives of salvation. Youth leaders expressed a number of concerns; however the 
primary focuses were on the lack of spiritual teaching and the reliance on emotions 
within the altar call. Both concerns are consistent with the lack of communication of 
narratives (stories) of salvation present within the communication and understanding of 
salvation within the Pentecostal youth ministry case studied. 
 
Altar Calls and Formulas: 
It was clear that leaders both respected and saw the need for an opportunity to offer the 
gospel to youth; however, they questioned the current outworking of the altar call. The 
central issue youth leaders presented was the impact of ‘emotional hype54’ in prompting 
youth to make impulsive rather than lifelong decisions. ‘I feel as though the altar call is 
done with a lot of manipulation around it,’ one leader explained. She went on to 
reference elements of the altar call (the piano behind the speaker, youth being asked to 
close their eyes, and the use of overly descriptive emotional language) as elements 
which remove ownership of their decision from the youth. ‘The power has to be in the 
person making the decision55,’ one leader explained, later referencing this removal of 
power from the youth making the decision as what she saw as the main cause of youth 
disconnecting with their faith56. ‘If you tell someone to do something they are not going 
to hold onto that decision. If the preacher is convincing them then they are not going to 
take ownership57.’ This emphasis on our ability to foster an atmosphere and facilitate an 
experience where individuals can be saved highlights Arminian themes identified in 
Chapter Two which communicates that the decision is up to us to accept God. 
 
Ideas of Salvation Which Foster a Compartmentalized Faith: 
In light of the opinions expressed by a number of youth leaders it became evident that 
the concept of salvation expressed and understood within the context of the Pentecostal 
youth ministry was largely compartmentalized. Rather than the communication of 
holistic stories, ideas (opinions, thoughts and beliefs) were shared. Salvation was a 
concept, a turning point of faith which was accomplished by a youth’s own will, with God 

                                                      
53 Rachel Blom, ‘Do Altar Calls Still Work In A Post Modern Generation?’ Church Leaders. Cited 15th August 2012. 
Online:http://www.churchleaders.com/youth/youth-leaders-articles/156908-altar-calls-for-a-postmodern-
generation.html 
54 Youth Leader, Female, Aged 21 
55 Youth Leader, Female, Aged 19 
56 Youth Leader, Female, Aged 21 
57 Youth Leader, Female, Aged 19 

http://www.churchleaders.com/youth/youth-leaders-articles/156908-altar-calls-for-a-postmodern-generation.html
http://www.churchleaders.com/youth/youth-leaders-articles/156908-altar-calls-for-a-postmodern-generation.html
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somewhat of a bystander. This decision was made in a well rehearsed formula, as 
opposed to an ongoing narrative consistent with the evangelical concept identified 
earlier that ‘you are saved, you are being saved and you will be saved58.’  
 
The Potential Role of Narrative within the Sermon: 
Many leaders voiced a concern for the decline of biblically based messages within the 
weekly youth service. Youth in attendance – they felt, were polarized between being 
overly familiar with the stories within the bible (having ‘grown up’ with the stories) and 
those who knew very little due to increasing biblical illiteracy59 having not attended 
church in their younger years. Youth leaders spoke about the role they felt scripture 
ought to play within the message communicated, and the need to refocus sermons from 
a retelling of an individual’s life story to a strong scope of the biblical narrative. In his 
book Shaped by the Story Michael Novelli proposes reshaping the role scriptures 
currently serve in today’s youth ministry and the benefit this could have on youth. ‘One 
thing that really bugged me,’ he says, ‘that it seemed as though my stories – supporting 
illustrations- were the only things kids remembered60.’ Novelli goes on to describe his 
resentment feeling like a ‘standup comedian.’ Novelli presents the idea that in reshaping 
the idea of how we use the Bible (in both life groups and liturgical service), Scripture will 
become less of a conversation starter61 and instead a picture of who we are created to 
be within God’s holistic story62. Equipping youth with an understanding of the weight of 
the biblical narrative, provides adequate context to both the narrative and idea of 
salvation. Within this context this could be the use of exegetical sermons which provide 
an anchor point as to where that specific text fits in light of what God accomplished 
through Christ, and kingdom. Structured life group studies which again, are scripturally 
focused and intentionally constructed to widen youths’ understanding of how God’s 
story has unfolded, and is still unfolding.   
 
Role of Narrative in Salvation: 
As mentioned in Chapter Four, many youth felt disconnected from the Old Testament 
on a whole, locating salvation within the gospel. In light of the lack of Scripture within 
messages combined with the compartmentalized idea based communication and 
understanding of being ‘saved’ expressed in the altar call and style of service we are 
posed with a question. This same question is consistent with current concerns of 
Christian formation63, and it is this: in light of what we are communicating; are we 
providing youth with a large enough truth to equip them with as well as encouraged 
them to cultivate a lifelong faith64? Novelli expresses that his ‘fear was that we were 
giving out students a brand of Christianity that was too simple and too shallow, 

                                                      
58 R.E. Olsen, The Westminster Handbook to Evangelical Theology (Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press 2004) 
260 
59 C. Hansen ‘Why Johnny Can’t Read The Bible’ Christianity Today, Cited 26th November 2011 
http://www.christianitytoday.com/ct/2010/may/25.38.html  
60 M. Novelli, Shaped By The Story (Grand Rapids: Zondervan 2008) 18 
61 M. Novelli, Shaped By The Story (Grand Rapids: Zondervan 2008) 22 
62 M. Novelli, Shaped By The Story (Grand Rapids: Zondervan 2008)  40 
63 J.W. Wright, Telling God’s Story: Narrative Preaching for Christian Formation (USA: Intervarsity Press 2007) 107 
64 B.H. Cosby, Giving Up The Gimmicks: Reclaiming Your Youth Ministry From An Entertainment Culture (New 
Jersey: P&R Publishing Company 2012) 17 

http://www.christianitytoday.com/ct/2010/may/25.38.html
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irrelevant to the complexities of life they would soon face in (university).’ Chris 
Folmsbee echoes this concern when presenting a model of youth ministry which begins 
first with an appreciation of story which provides a starting point to spiritual formation65.  
 
Contending Narratives: 
Michael Novelli goes on to discuss the contending of narratives within the lives of youth. 
These ‘meta-narratives’ or ‘big stories’ are intrinsically formed by individuals and should 
youth attribute their lives apart from God’s Story, then ultimately any trace of Christian 
Narrative will contend with existing worldview narratives66. What I propose is that in 
communicating a limited idea (thought, opinion and believe) of salvation, rather than a 
holistic narrative perhaps youth are not provided with a concept of faith which holds 
stickability for them long term.  
 
Conclusion: 
While the ideas of salvation being communicated and understood within the context of 
Pentecostal youth ministry are consistent, however the narratives, while being 
consistent are only so due to these narratives being limited and poorly constructed. The 
concept of salvation is presented in a bite sized, compartmentalized formula through the 
altar call which many youth leaders find somewhat manipulative and prone to prompting 
youth to make a decision to follow God from emotional persuasion. What has become 
clear is that contemporary theological thought about youth ministry suggests that 
perhaps a shift to communicating the scriptural story through meta-narrative could 
provide youth with a deeper and stronger faith which is a big enough of a truth which 
could result in experiencing a spiritual formation with longevity which connects them 
with the concept of kingdom, rather than ideas which simply context with existing social 
narratives.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

                                                      
65 C. Foolmsbee, Story, Signs and Spiritual Rhythms: A Narrative Approach to Youth Ministry (Grand Rapids: 
Zondervan 2010) 135 
66 M. Novelli, Shaped By The Story (Grand Rapids: Zondervan 2008) 60 
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Chapter Six: Results and Recommendations 
 
Where I Started From: 
I began the quest with a photograph and a challenge. My proposed aim was to 
investigate the ideas and narratives of salvation communicated and understood within 
the context of Pentecostal youth ministry. My initial supposition was that in 
understanding this I could make relevant conclusions as to why it was such large 
numbers of young people were departing from their Christian faith67. Initially, my 
hypothesis was that there was a level of breakdown between what was being 
communicated by youth leaders and what was being understood by youth and it was 
this breakdown which resulted in the pattern of young people leaving church.  
 
What I Found Instead: 
The results of my finding surprised me. What was communicated and what was 
understood of the ideas of salvation within the Pentecostal youth ministry situation I 
studied were consistent. Salvation was communicated with a penal substitution and 
moral influence based atonement theory, which was outworked in the most part by 
seeker friendly services. Within these seeker friendly services, elements such as 
connection with friends and leaders, the portrayal of the Christian life as ‘not boring,’ 
messages mostly founded on life experiences climaxed in the altar call where youth 
were presented with the reality of Christ in the final fifteen minutes left in the 
programme. A huge weight was placed on the individual’s ‘decision’ to become a 
Christian, which carried Arminian themes of the acceptance of God’s grace being 
heavily reliant on the acceptance of the individual rather than God’s ability to redeem. 
Salvation was communicated and understood as found in gospels as that was where 
Jesus was, and described with metaphors of movement and consistent with some of the 
language of the Apostle Paul. Likewise, sin and judgment were tabooed terms, as it was 
believed that should they be factors of the decision to become a Christian the choice 
would be made based on fear rather than love of God. This emphasis of the decision 
was placed heavily onto the youth where it seemed God stood by having little influence 
over the situation. Despite these evident correlations between what was communicated 
and understood about the ideas (thoughts, opinion or belief) of salvation, it became 
clear that what was not being communicated nor understood was a narrative of 
salvation. 
 
So Maybe We Need To Talk More About Stories?: 
In light of current thought of some within ministry (such as Novelli, Wright, Folmsbee, 
and Batholomew and Goheen) my recommendation is not surprising. What I suggest is 
that rather than providing youth with ideas of salvation, perhaps what they need is a 
narrative of it. The pressing question is what is the narrative of this ‘Big Story’ of God’s 
Meta-Narrative? The Gospel of John talks about Jesus being the ‘Word’ or ‘logos’ of 
God, this Word having power to create68, this new creation is then referenced in the 

                                                      
67 K. Ham & B. Beemer, Already Gone: Why Your Kids Will Quit Church And What You Can Do To Stop It (Green 
Fotrests: Master Books 2009) 24 
68 G. Burge, The NIV Application Commentary Of John (Grand Rapids: Baker Books 1996) 56 
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Epistles and we, in acceptance of Christ and having experienced salvation become a 
‘new creation.’ The name Jesus is a Greek version of the name ‘Joshua69,’ the name 
‘Joshua’ translating to ‘God Saves.’ I propose that the name of Jesus is the central 
meta-narrative within the scriptures, God’s Big Story, which we are invited to be a part 
of. Perhaps, if presented with this holistic story of ‘God saves’ youth would feel less 
detached from the Old Testament, and would view it instead in light of the ongoing 
method to which God saved, God saves and God will save consistent with the 
evangelical concept of salvation. We are ultimately hardwired for stories, they are an 
intrinsic method of communication of ideas, values, and truth70, so perhaps this natural 
inclination is what we ought to be using as a medium in which to present the concept of 
salvation and kingdom. 
 
Practical Recommendations: 
So what would the practical out working of the meta-narrative of ‘God Saves’ look like 
within the context of Pentecostal youth ministry? Centrally, it would be a narrative, 
rather than a conceptualized idea. This, akin to Foolmsbee’s model of spiritual formation 
would provide a strong foundation of faith out of which youth’s beliefs, theologies, and 
day to day outworking of faith would originate71. This same narrative of ‘God Saves’ 
would be the underlying meta-narrative of a youth’s spiritual formation, which would be 
a large enough truth rather than ideas which contend with existing social narratives72. 
The practical recommendations which I suggest as a result of this research are simple. 
The first of which is to present more of this meta-narrative of ‘God Saves,’ within the 
youth service and life groups, allowing youth to connect the story with their own spiritual 
formation connecting them to a larger picture in the scope of the scriptures73 than with 
the speaker’s own life stories. The second of which is innovation within the presentation 
of the gospel. It became evident that the space during which to present the gospel 
within a youth service and life group was necessary74.  The question being however, 
that perhaps this presentation of the gospel could be less of a formula catered to 
creating emotional hype and instead an organic outflow of the meta-narrative of God’s 
story of salvation. 
 
Suggestions of Further Study: 
While I was unable to explore all avenues of this topic of research I believe I have 
presented a starting point for further investigation into the communication and 
understanding of the narratives of salvation within Pentecostal youth ministry. I believe 
from this starting point the following topics of further study could be undertaken: 
 

                                                      
69 W. A. Elwell, Evangelical Dictionary of Biblical Theology (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic 2001) 409 
70 M Frost, Eyes Wide Open: Seeing God in The Ordinary (New South Wales: Albatross Books 1998) 90-92 
71 C. Foolsmbee, Stories, Signs and Spiritual Rhythms: A Narrative Approach To Youth Ministry (Grand Rapids: 
Zondervan 2010) 28 
72 M. Novelli, Shaped By The Story (Grand Rapids: Zondervan 2008) 60 
73 M. Frost, Eyes Wide Open: Seeing God in The Ordinary (New South Wales: Albatross Books 1998) 110 
74 L. Newbigin, The Open Secret: An Introduction to the Theology of Mission (Grand Rapids: Wm. B Eerdmans 
Publishing Co.) 121 
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- A study of the practical outworking of narrative salvation within the context of the 
liturgical service of Pentecostal youth ministry. 

- The outworking of the relationship between the postmodern world view and 
narrative theology within the spiritual formation of Pentecostal youth75. 

- Possible alternatives of presentation of the offer of salvation within the liturgical 
service of the Pentecostal youth ministry. 

 
Conclusion: 
In the undertaking of this research paper I initially supposed I would find a breakdown in 
the communication and understanding of the ideas and narratives of salvation within the 
context of Pentecostal youth ministry. This initial hypothesis was incorrect, and instead I 
found that within the opinions of youth leaders there were real questions consistent with 
current theological thought which suggested that a holistic narrative of salvation was 
void from the communication and understanding of youth and leaders within the 
Pentecostal liturgical setting. While salvation was presented as an idea (thought, 
opinion or belief) it progressed little further from that, possibly as a result of a 
modernistic world view church structure.76 I believe this initial investigation has fulfilled 
the initial aims I wished to achieve by providing a starting point to further research and 
investigation.  
  

                                                      
75 P. G. Hiebert, Transforming Worldviews: An Anthropological Understanding of How People Change (Grand 
Rapids: Baker Publishing Group) 211 
76 M.W. Goheen and Craig B Bartholomew, Living At The Crossroads: An Introduction to Christian Worldview (Grand 
Rapids: Baker Publishing Group) 75-76 
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Conclusion: New Years Eve 
Late 2011 a movie was released called ‘New Years Eve,’ which followed the lives of a 
number of individuals on the last day of the year. These individuals ranged from rock 
stars, to a couple about to have their first baby, though despite how different each of 
these characters appeared, each contended with a common narrative; getting a second 
chance. Despite being a blockbuster film, the story behind the characters’ pursuit of a 
second shot at changing their lives echoed the narrative of salvation throughout. Each 
of those characters needed saving in some way, and this magical concept of the world 
‘coming together on one night to celebrate the hope of a new year77,’ connected viewers 
with a meta-narrative of hope and atonement. Similarly, our story of hope and God’s 
meta-narrative of salvation connects us with a deeper hope which transcends our own 
lives and extends to that of Kingdom. In his book How God Became King, N.T Wright 
proposes the scandalous idea that in our investigation of the gospels we have ultimately 
missed the point. The gospels are not simply a depiction of how we ought to live or even 
simply how much God loves his creation and wishes to be in relationship with it, but 
instead it is the story of how God became the king over all creation again. The gospels 
– Wright proposes, are the climax of this meta-narrative which does not end with the 
resurrection and ascension but extends beyond even ourselves78 in the name of God’s 
coming and present Kingdom79. Like New Years Eve, perhaps it is this meta-narrative of 
everyone coming together for this corporate hope which carries a powerful enough 
message to anchor youth to their faith and perhaps it is this narrative of salvation we 
ought to be communicating. Rather than simply ideas, opinions and believes, we find a 
story which youth, ourselves, Jesus, and all those guys in the Old Testament with the 
long names were all a part of80. What I suggest, as a result of this research is that we 
ought to not just talk about the idea that Jesus saved, but consistent with Evangelical 
theology, that Jesus saved, he is saving, and he will ultimately save, and we are part of 
an ongoing story of salvation and coming of kingdom. 
  

                                                      
77 Directed by G. Marshall, ‘New Years Eve’ released 9th December 2011, Distributed by Warner Brothers Pictures. 
78 C.G Bartholomew and M. W. Goheen, The Drama of Scripture: Finding Our Place In The Biblical Story (Grand 
Rapids:  Baker Academic 2004) 202-203 
79 N.T. Wright, Jesus and The Victory of God (London: Biddles Ltd 1996) 472 
80 R. Allpress and A. Shamy, The Insect and the Buffalo: How The Story Of The Bible Changes Everything 
(Christchurch: The Compass Foundation 2000) 76-77 
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Appendix One: The Songs That Were Sung 
 
The following are the notations I made when discussing the lyrical content of the 
common songs sung at this youth ministry (in early 2012) with help from Nicola 
Hoggard-Creegan. It contains a general overview of the atonement theories and 
concepts identified within these songs. 
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Appendix Two: Scope of Research 
 
The Interviews undertaken followed a format which I had constructed in order to gather 
appropriate data on what was being communicated about the ideas and narratives of 
salvation and what was being understood by youth about the ideas and narratives of 
salvation. 
 
The following is a breakdown of my data: 

 
 

 
 
All youth interviewed were attendants of the same Pentecostal youth ministry and due 
to ethical reasons had been in attendance for 12 months or over. This ensured that they 
were of adequate emotional and spiritual stability for me to ask the kinds of questions I 
was asking. Interviewees were invited to take part in either a group or individual 
interview, this meant that they felt comfortable in the interview process and I was able to 
get the best possible answers for my research. 
 
The following questions were asked of youth and youth leaders. 

Percentage Breakdown of 
Those Interviewed

Youth Leaders

Youth

Break Down Of Youth 
Interviewed By Age

Youth Aged 13-
14

Youth Aged 15-
16

Youth Aged 17-
18
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Youth Questions: 

1) Pretend for a moment that I’m not a Christian; I’ve never even heard of Jesus or 
been to church. Tell me what you know about ‘salvation’ (additional prompts: 
where does salvation come from? Why do I need it? what does it mean for me?) 

2) Tell me about your own personal experience with salvation? (additional prompts: 
what did it mean for you, when did you experience it?) 

3) What of these descriptions do you think most accurately describes salvation?  
- When Jesus came to earth, he came to bring a positive moral change to all of 

humanity, this moral change comes through the preaching, and teaching that 
he did, and it all happened because God is hugely concerned with the 
character of a person. He came to teach us the way to live. (Moral Influence) 

- When Jesus came to earth and was arrested, and crucified, he basically 
became the fall guy for all of humanity. He was innocent, but got blamed 
instead of us. Our sin, was put onto him, in the same way that it was put onto 
the Lamb, which was sacrificed on the day of Atonement in the Jewish 
Calendar. (Scapegoat) 

- When Jesus came to earth, was arrested and died, this was the culmination 
of this cosmic battle between good and evil, where humanity, was held in the 
kingdom of darkness, and was ransomed by the perfect son, into the 
Kingdom of Light. (Christus Victor) 

- When Jesus came to earth, was arrested and died, he did so because it was 
only through the sacrifice of someone ‘perfect’ that could pay the debt to God, 
for the sin done in the Garden of Eden which violated his honor it is only that 
he is perfectly sovereign that he cannot accept anything but a perfect sacrifice 
to repay that honor. Jesus died, because it was only his blood, which could 
cover the debt made by sin. (Satisfaction) 

- When Jesus came to earth, was arrested and died, it was because humanity, 
(following the sin in the garden of Eden) had broken God’s moral law, as it 
says that the wages of sin are death and those wages must be paid in order 
to make up for the sin done in the garden. Jesus took the place of humanity, 
to pay this wage for our sin so we could live. (Penal Substitution) 

4) If someone was to come to our youth service, and they became a Christian talk 
me through the step by step, from when they walk in the door. 

5) Where do you think salvation fits within the bible? Do you find it more in the Old 
Testament or the New or both? What does it have to do with Jesus?  

6) If what Jesus did on the cross was compared to a popular culture movie… which 
one would you use to describe it? 

 
Leader’s Questions: 

1) Pretend for a moment that I’m not a Christian; I’ve never even heard of Jesus 
or been to church. Tell me what you know about ‘salvation’ (additional 
prompts: where does salvation come from? Why do I need it? what does it 
mean for me?) 

2) Tell me about your own personal experience with salvation? (additional 
prompts: what did it mean for you, when did you experience it?) 
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3) What of these descriptions do you think most accurately describes salvation?  
- When Jesus came to earth, he came to bring a positive moral change to all of 

humanity, this moral change comes through the preaching, and teaching that 
he did, and it all happened because God is hugely concerned with the 
character of a person. He came to teach us the way to live. (Moral Influence) 

- When Jesus came to earth and was arrested, and crucified, he basically 
became the fall guy for all of humanity. He was innocent, but got blamed 
instead of us. Our sin, was put onto him, in the same way that it was put onto 
the Lamb, which was sacrificed on the day of Atonement in the Jewish 
Calendar. (Scapegoat) 

- When Jesus came to earth, was arrested and died, this was the culmination 
of this cosmic battle between good and evil, where humanity, was held in the 
kingdom of darkness, and was ransomed by the perfect son, into the 
Kingdom of Light. (Christus Victor) 

- When Jesus came to earth, was arrested and died, he did so because it was 
only through the sacrifice of someone ‘perfect’ that could pay the debt to God, 
for the sin done in the Garden of Eden which violated his honor it is only that 
he is perfectly sovereign that he cannot accept anything but a perfect sacrifice 
to repay that honor. Jesus died, because it was only his blood, which could 
cover the debt made by sin. (Satisfaction) 

- When Jesus came to earth, was arrested and died, it was because humanity, 
(following the sin in the garden of Eden) had broken God’s moral law, as it 
says that the wages of sin are death and those wages must be paid in order 
to make up for the sin done in the garden. Jesus took the place of humanity, 
to pay this wage for our sin so we could live. (Penal Substitution) 

4) What do you think is the best way to communicate salvation with young 
people? And what do you think are the benefits of this way? 

5) Where do you think salvation fits within the bible? Do you find it more in the 
Old Testament or the New or both? What does it have to do with Jesus? 

6) If what Jesus did on the cross was compared to a popular culture movie… 
which one would you use to describe it? 
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